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bySO WHAT

INSIDE YOUR
TRAUMA

We perceive we are
safe and in control but our
trauma is running the show

STEPPING
OUTSIDE THE BOX
FEAR kicks in and the
INNER CRITIC dialogue
becomes more vocal

LIVE LIFE WITH
NO APOLOGIES

Master the TRAUMA and the
INNER CRITIC experience

FREEDOM

THE RESULTS WORLD BEGIN TO STEP INTO THE UNKNOWN WORLD OF
CONSCIOUSNESS THE HAPPENING BY MOMENT WORLD
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As human beings we live in a box where we apologise all the time-and more than
half of the time, there isn’t a need to say SORRY.

1) The first box is the box of our perceived safety. Our protection. Just because
we are protected, doesn’t mean we are safe.

2)When we begin to step out of the box, this is when years of habits and thought
patters begin to emerge creating fear. The inner critic becomes more vocal and
besides stepping out of the box completely, we do what is comfortable and say we
are getting better” or “I’’m getting there. Where is there?

3) The 3rd box is where you want to live because there is no box!You’ve
mastered your trauma. You and your inner critic experience freedom.

To live an UNAPOLOGETIC LIFE:

1)We must deep dive into our perception of what safety means inside the box.

2) Become present to the costs of living at a victim

3) Understand we are creatures of habit and when something is unknown to usher
and projections will occur. We also must understand that us as humans at the drop
of dime can make a different choice.

4) You were born fearless and you can choose to reclaim it.

Benefits of you saying SO WHAT to what happened to you:

1) Freedom from ear and the inner critic

2) No need to apologise every again

3) Realize the only constraint is self inflicted


